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Roll out the Barras: a major contribution has been made to the redevelopment of the East End 

HOMES built by housing associations used to be better than the average home. They were 

built to satisfy the long-term interests of local people and as a result their design was often 

more imaginative. In the past few years, however, the shortage of funds has led many 

associations to link up with private developers to create homes that are indistinguishable from 

those built by volume house-builders. Tenants may benefit from the fact that their homes 

look very similar to those of their home-owning neighbours, but they often lose out on design 

quality, so hats off to Molendinar Park Housing Association which has just completed 

Graham Square off Glasgow's Gallowgate. In among the ruins of the old meat market, three 

architects, two artists, and a landscape designer have created an excellent pocket of housing. 

The square, which is a stone's throw from the Barras, sits within an industrial wasteland, 

divided by fences and the occasional lonely old gateway which provides a clue to the site's 

former identity. Graham Square sits in front of a market shed, which is used for car auctions, 

and an abattoir. In 1997 architects Page and Park won a competition to design new homes in 

a space between the Drover Pub on the Gallowgate and the B-Listed Market Hotel. Later, 

McKeown Alexander was asked to design an environmentally-friendly block on the site 

opposite and Richard Murphy Architects was commissioned to convert the hotel to new 

homes. The space surrounded by the three buildings was chosen to be one of Glasgow 1999's 

five Millennium Spaces projects. A bronze calf, by sculptor Kenny Hunter, is the project's 

centrepiece. Using three different architects to produce fewer than 60 homes may seem like a 

luxury, but it gives the development an extra vitality. With a little imagination the three 

different buildings could be visualised as cartoon versions of their creators. Architects David 

Page and David Park are tall and thin, Richard Murphy is clever and lively, and McKeown 

and Alexander are young and intellectual. The block by Page and Park is nicknamed the 

Matador, because it faces a decorative bull on the gateway and the facade folds like the fabric 

of a matador's cloak. The gentle curves of the wall are vaguely reminiscent of Mackintosh. 

Among the folds of the wall extra windows provide views along the square on to the 

Gallowgate, allowing sunlight to enter the living rooms from two directions. The building, 

with its white rendered walls, a dark over-sailing roof, and dark grey windows, is very 

simple, almost monochrome, but not austere. It has been meticulously detailed to ensure that 

nothing detracts from the simple organic sweep of the facade.  

Richard Murphy's flats sit, like a Russian doll, in a square within a square, behind another old 

gateway. They are accessed by external stair from a private courtyard which sits behind the 

listed facade of the old hotel. Murphy is convinced that the external stair, which has a steel 

and glass canopy, provides a sociable alternative to the loneliness and darkness of the 

traditional tenement stair. The project began life as a conversion, but during construction 

Building Control decided that the old building was unsafe and should be demolished. The 

frontage of the hotel has been rebuilt and Murphy has made the most of the generous ceiling 

height of the original building, providing tenants with built-in storage above eye level. 



McKeown Alexander's flats stand 6m behind the main market gateway. Like a Hollywood 

film, the old facade is shored up and tied back to the new building by a permanent system 

designed with Ove Arup engineers. Where the houses face on to the Gallowgate, the building 

becomes an exercise in geometry, a pattern of window and zinc panels that could have been 

composed by Mondrian. Although the building materials have an industrial quality, the flats 

are arranged like a traditional tenement. The novelty is that the stairs are completely glazed 

like glass cubes. The flats are constructed using a portal system, which means that only the 

outside walls are load-bearing, the internal walls can be moved to meet the changing needs of 

the residents. Although this project is relatively modest, it makes a major contribution to the 

redevelopment of the East End. Apparently, Scottish Enterprise Glasgow has big plans for a 

hi-tech business park in the area. Whatever the commercial strategy, it is important that 

organisations like Molendinar, who are doing all the right things, should be actively 

encouraged in their imaginative approach to contemporary housing.  

 


